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Australia_Victoria #206_U, (13 bids) $100 / Victoria #208_U, (21 bids) $265
ebay

Regular meetings
St. Joseph High School Cafeteria, 10830 - 109 Street, 6:00 pm

CANCELLED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
Tentative Dates - 2020
September 14th & 28th
October 5th & 19th
November 2nd, 16th & 30th
December 14th

Rescheduled 2020 Show, September 19th & 20th
RCMP 100 Years – Noncompetitive Exhibits Only
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The Edmonton Stamp Club dates
back to 1912. The Club is Life
Chapter #6 of the Royal Philatelic
Society of Canada and Chapter #680
of the American Philatelic Society.
The editor welcomes
communications of all kinds–
letters, comments and articles.
Deadline, 7 days before first
monthly meeting. These may be forwarded to Fred Tauber, Edmonton
Stamp Club, Box 399, Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 2J6, click “contact” on our
website or email to fxtauber@shaw.ca

2019 - 2020

Board of Directors

Area code 780Barnes, Richard President
488-5288
rtbarnes@shaw.ca
Schutte, Robert Past President
989-1260 rschutte@telusplanet.net
Dykstra, Ed
Vice President
587-341-0804
eddykstra@shaw.ca
Hewitt, Bob
Treasurer
466-0173 bobhewitt56@gmail.com
Stein, Warren
Secretary
463-9881
warren.stein@worleyparsons.com
(Archivist)
Tauber, Fred
Membership
469-3034 fxtauber@shaw.ca
(Webmaster-edmontonstampclub.com & Editor-Bulletin)
Kuester, Peter
Director
451-0520 peju@shaw.ca
(Circuits Manager)
Pacey, Jeff
Director
989-3491 jpacey@telus.net
Spencer, Keith
Director
437-1787 keithrspencer41@gmail.com
(NWFSC, RPSC liaison)
Hetke. Dave
Director
909-3974 davehetke@yahoo.com
Wissink, Barend Director
922-5019 wissink@mcsnet.ca
Fast, Malcom
Director
966-2812 mfast@beyondnumbers.ca
Ken Bailey
Director
990-4879 kbailey1@telusplanet.net
Dave Pattison
Director
914-7742 pattisond@ymail.com
Ed Pitts
Director
986-7404 ejpitts@telusplanet.net

Piercey, David
BNAPS liaison
437-2771 dpiercey@telus.net
John Bucci
Fall show coordinator 456-7095 mjrcards@telusplanet.net

Advertising rate schedule: Full page $30, half page $18. Nonmembers,
$1.00 per line up to 5 lines. Ten issue discount 20%. Five issue discount
10%. Members, Free, up to 5 lines. Contact Fred Tauber at
fxtauber@shaw.ca or Edmonton Stamp Club by mail.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
The 1st phase of the return to normality has begun. The
Central Lions Senior Center has sent out a message that a
decision will be announced by mid-June on what will be
happening at the Center this summer. I expect we will
know about the ESC July social meeting and auction at this
time. Trudeau is expected to emerge from his cabin to hold
a full session of parliament on 21 September. I hope this
will forecast our being able to hold our Fall Stamp Show.
Margaret Powell has for 15 years graciously provided
free space in her garage to store the ESC frames. Now it is
time for us to move the frames. We are looking for storage
space for the frames.
Even when we are not actively able to hold meetings for
the members of the ESC the Club must continue to
function. To function we incur expenses. Please remember
to pay your dues.
The tentative schedule for ESC regular meetings is
available on the ESC website as well as within this Bulletin.
God willing and government permitting, I will see you in
September.
Richard Barnes
Ebay results (Canadian Dollars) plus shipping

ADEN #26_MH, (1 bid) $9 / ADEN #27a_MH, (3 bids) $13
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NOTICE
Edmonton executive elections
September 14th meeting
$Dues$ are Due for the 2020 – 2021 Season

July 1st,2020
Please send your cheques to the Edmonton Stamp Club
PO Box 399, Edmonton, AB, T5J 2J6

HACKERS TRY TO GET YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION
A recent form of phishing is rampant on the internet. They use
public information about the ESC board of directors and send
requests for payment from these names. Delete, do not reply.

DOOR PRIZE
No Name Tag – No Prize

At the regular meetings
Dave Ellis asks members if they have any bulk stamps to
donate to the club for the kiloware table? I am running low on
stamps that have not been put out already. You can just bring
them to any meeting.
More ebay

Canada #7_U, (16 bids) $380 / #20_U, (30 bids) $59 / #34_MNH, (13) $48
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Trading Post
Frank von Hausen,
fvhstamps.com ,
1-866-684-8408,
Email: fvhstamps@aol.com. We buy & sell stamps of Canada,
European, foreign and topicals. Postcards, postal history covers,
Catalogues, Albums & accessories. Many discount prices.
Weekly auctions.

FOR SALE: Beaver Magazine collection
Northern and Arctic History. Run of the Hudson’s Bay Company
“BEAVER” and “MOCCASIN TELEGRAPH” magazines, starting in
the 1940’s - but not complete in that era. Runs forward to the present
where the magazine is now published as “CANADA’S HISTORY”.
Early issues were scrounged from book shops at $6.00 to $10.00 each.
Hundreds of magazines containing fabulous northern Canadian
history. Great for anyone interested in Canada’s northern history.
$150.00
Keith R. Spencer, 780 437-1787
keithrspencer41 @gmail.com
I need a Canada Post Letter from Santa 2019 to complete my
Canadian collection for this year. Does anyone one have one for sale
or trade? I must have been naughty because I did not receive my
reply this year. Talk to me at a club meeting, or email Richard Barnes
rtbarnes@shaw.ca

Recent ebay

CANADA #60_MH, (27 bids) $97 / CANADA #65_U, (15 bids) $292
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Barend Wissink
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Dear Editor
Like many others, I am using the opportunities, which this extraordinary period allows, to do some cleaning and catching up and
organizing in an enthusiasm rarely matched in our home under normal
conditions. Hence it is only now that I am skimming through the June
2019 issue of the ESC Bulletin.
In that, I read the article by Richard Barnes about the stamps used
as money in Russia and the Ottoman Empire and see at the end he
asks if anyone is aware of other countries that have used stamps as
money. I haven’t noticed any printed responses in the Bulletin as yet
(but that may just be my lack of careful observation). So, I thought I
should mention the Currency Cards issued by one of the earlier
precursors of Zimbabwe, the British South Africa Company
(BSAC). These cards are sometimes called ‘Marshall-Hole Cards’,
after their originator and were issued from 9th April 1900 onwards,
for redemption between 1st August and 1st October of that year.
By way of explanation and background, here is a longish quotation
from a document [1] written by Hugh Marshall Hall
himself. Naturally, some of his terminology is typical of the period,
although it will sound rather inappropriate to our ears,

“On the outbreak of the Boer War in 1899, the enemy occupied
Vryburg, in Cape Colony; invested Mafeking and seized the railway
line for nearly 100-miles in Bechuanaland.
For some months, all communications between Rhodesia and the
Cape were suspended and as this was the normal route for the
conveyance of supplies and mails, we were reduced to serious straits
in all parts of Matabeleland. Among other difficulties was the
scarcity of coinage, especially silver, which rapidly disappeared from
circulation, probably because the natives were in the habit of
hoarding it.
Continued page 12
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Meeting Dates
The Edmonton Stamp Club meets Mondays at 6:00 p.m. in the cafeteria of
St. Joseph High School, 10830 - 109 Street. Park to the north of the school
and use the main entrance at the south-east corner of the school. For
information about the club call 780-488-5288 or 780-437-1787.

2020

2020

July 27th (summer
meeting/auction)
(TENTATIVE)

September 14th & 28th
September 19th & 20th
Rescheduled Show / Bourse

October 5th & 19th
November 2nd, 16th & 30th

December 14th
(All dates are tentative)

Edmonton BNAPS
(British North America Philatelic
Society) will meet on the last Sunday
of the month. All BNAPSers welcome.
For information contact David Piercey at 780-437-2771 dpiercey@telus.net
or Steven Friedenthal at 780-721-3669 sfriedenthal@shaw.ca

Ebay (your editor’s favorite topical)

FINLAND #C1+C1a_COVER, pair, includes 1830 error, (32 bids) $729
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Apart from the general inconvenience of this shortage it threatened to
denude the farms and mines of native labourers, whose wages had to
be paid regularly.

At that time, I was Government Secretary for Matabeleland and it
occurred to me that the difficulty might temporarily be met by the use
of postage and revenue stamps, of which we happened to have a very
large supply in stock. Clearly however, a stamp by itself would have
been useless for circulation and I suggested that the stamp might be
pasted on to cards bearing an order on the fiscal officer (Civil
Commissioner) to pay the value of the stamp if presented after 1st
August, by which date we were confident that railway
communications would be restored. The Administrator (Hon. Arthur
Lawley) agreed on the understanding that the cards should bear my
signature — rather an embarrassing condition, which was met by
having a metal die made, which I still possess. The Standard Bank
agreed to treat the cards as cash, and, after some hesitation, the
natives generally were persuaded to accept them.
Stamped cards were issued of the values of 3d, 6d, 1/-, 2/-, 2/6 and
10/-, .... It will be noticed that the 6d and the 1/- stamps are of two
kinds and that the 10/- card bears the endorsement of the Standard
Bank.

Next page
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The currency tension was eased down after the relief of Mafeking
(16th May, 1900) and the repair and re-occupation by the British
forces of the railway line and most of the cards were redeemed in
August. Speaking from memory, I believe that about £20,000 worth of
the cards were issued and when the circulation ceased on 1st
October, it was found that almost exactly £1,000 worth were still
outstanding, some having no doubt been lost or destroyed and others
kept as curios. This £1,000 less the small cost of printing the cards,
was clear profit to the Administration and compensated me for the
ridicule the experiment provoked when I first proposed it. Apart from
this the cards certainly relieved the community of an awkward
predicament.”
I am attaching three pairs of scans: one pair shows showing the
front side of a Currency Card worth 2/6d (Sc 35), along with the
reverse. It is nice and clean. The second pair is of a Currency Card
worth 1/- (Sc 33), in a condition as more usually found, with lots of
wear and grime. It probably spent a long time in someone’s pocket or
wallet and was then kept as a souvenir, as the inscription
indicates. Given the reasons for these cards and their temporary use,
little effort was expended on ensuring perfection. Thus, there are a
number of minor variations in typesetting, the series of stamps
affixed, the rubber stamp used to validate them and even the
orientation of the stamp relative to the text. Some of these features
are shown in the third pair, for a card rated as worth 4d (Sc 64).
Another source[2] assures us that only the six values listed here were officially
approved. Given that these cards were to take the place of coins in circulation, the
other values occasionally seen around, such as 2d and 4/-, and my 4d, are probably
forgeries because there were never any coins of these values. However, since blank
cards are also known, perhaps generating a ‘forgery’ was not difficult ... and maybe
the products even worked in practice! Why not? The postage stamp had to be
bought, so I cannot see that the government would be defrauded. Certainly my 4d
card looks travel worn. Cards with more than one stamp affixed are probably also
‘forgeries’ ... although one can see no reason why a trader might not have
augmented any ‘official’ stamp with others to make up a different sum, for example,
adding a couple of ½d stamps to an official 3d card to make 4d. Regardless, any of
these items are rarely seen curiosities with an interesting history.
1) From this site: https://sites.google.com/site/malsbnotes/boer-war/m-h-cards
2) “ Paper Currency of the Anglo-Boer War 1899-1902”, John Ineson, 1999,
Spink and Son Ltd. Cromwell Press, Wiltshire.
Kind regards;
John Woollard
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TOPICAL
COCONUTS
by Ed Pitts
Johannes Kepler was a German astronomer, mathematician and
astrologer (yes, even respected mathematics teachers had to earn a
living back then). He was born December 27th 1571 in Weil der
Stadt, Germany and died November 15, 1630, in Regensburg,
Germany. His main claim to fame is the trio of laws of planetary
motion named after him.
He holds an important place in the development of the heliocentric
theory of the solar system (the idea that the Earth goes around the
Sun, not vice versa, as was the common belief) as well as in the world
of science in general. He sits between Brahe and Galileo, timewise
and interacted with both. The idea of Heliocentrism was hardly new
in his time, but his contributions, most importantly in the form of his
3 laws concerning planetary motion, would provide the mathematical
foundation that would make it viable. He never openly claimed
espouse this heretical and hence very dangerous concept, but a quote
attributed to him certainly hints so: “I demonstrate by means of
philosophy that the earth is round, and is inhabited on all sides; that it
is insignificantly small, and is borne through the stars.”

Kepler's was first taught mathematics and other astronomy related
subjects by Michael Maestlin (1550-1635). Maestlin was one of the
first to seriously consider the heliocentric ideas of Copernicus and
passed on his beliefs to many of his students, including Kepler.
So, what were these laws of his that were so important? Kepler’s
three laws of planetary motion can be stated as follows:
Next page
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1. All planets move about the sun in elliptical orbits, having the
sun as one of the foci.
2. A radius vector joining any planet to the sun sweeps out equal
areas in equal lengths of time. This means that the planets
move faster when they are nearer the Sun and slower when
they are farther away.
3. The squares of the sidereal periods (of revolution) of the
planets are directly proportional to the cubes of their mean
distances from the Sun. This relates the time needed for a
planet to orbit to its distance away from the Sun.
The first rule was probably the most revolutionary of all at the
time, since it was currently believed that all the planets rotated in
perfect circles, something that seemed to confirm the harmonious
nature of the universe (and Scripture). In all, his ideas also helped
provide the foundations for Newton's theory of universal gravitation.
Because of these achievements he is a key figure in the 17th-century
scientific revolution.

What I personally consider special about Kepler was the fact that
he worked with both Tycho Brahe, as his sometimes unhappy
assistant, as well as Galileo. Talk about moving around in the right
social circles!!!
While working under Brahe he was often in conflict with his
employer over the limited access he was given to the treasure trove of
observational data that Brahe had amassed. Kepler got the last laugh,
though, as he managed to get ownership of said data after Brahe’s
demise.
Next page
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In early 1610 Galileo found four objects circling Jupiter. He was
able to accomplish this with his new, more powerful version of a
relatively new invention, the telescope. For confirmation, and a little
bit of confidence building, he consulted Kepler on the reasonableness
of such a find. Kepler gave him the approval and credibility he
sought.
To top things off, Kepler designed a better version of Galileo’s
telescope, using two convex lenses instead of Galileo's combination
of convex and concave lenses, resulting in a higher level of
magnification.
All in all, not bad for a life’s work and certainly worthy of a place
in the history of astronomy as well as his visage on some postage
stamps to commemorate his achievements.

Well that’s it for this edition of Topical Coconuts. See you next time.
EP

Another Zeppelin Cover on ebay

USA #C14_COVER, Sieger #64G, (15 bids) $193
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More Tid Bits
Jeff Pacey
st

This showed up in a box of 1 day covers. A little middle east
history for anyone who is interested. Egypt is celebrating the military
occupation of Gaza city (strip). I guess the Palestinians never had a
chance for self government. Funny how no one talks about this when
talking about the problems in that area. The British Mandate was the
last part of the Ottoman empire to be divided up into free, self
governing countries by the United Nations. I guess the Egyptians
never got the memo....

Mary Scott sent me an envelope. Notice how she was able to even
get the stickers cancelled. Most of the time I can’t get the stamps
cancelled even when I ask super sweetly.

Next page
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My friend was picking these up for me at auction. She said, she
was seeing one show up every few weeks since this year started.
Each set was the pin and the matching stamp. Of course, like
everything else this year, Covid 19 has put an end to these auctions
she went to.

From Longley Auctions
Item #29. Save this item before it goes to the Cigar collecting world. 1c
Medallion precancel “0700” on LARGE promotional poster for H Simon
cigars, 1c printed matter rate to Hamilton. The poster shows the workers,
factory, and each type of cigar manufactured. The poster is 19” x 24”. “A
woman is only a woman but -- A good cigar is a smoke”. This is the nicest
example of a 1c Medallion that I can recall seeing. $100
Editor: Thanks Keith, for bringing this to my attention,
Next page
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